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  UV Angel®  

for StyleView®

•  Automated pathogen control: Eliminates 
more than 99% of bacteria on hard-to-clean 
surfaces  

•  Protects workflows: Disinfects surfaces after 
each use without impacting workflows  

•  Multiple options: Choose between a 
worksurface or keyboard kit 

•  Integrated software: Tracks cleaning cycles 
and offers valuable insights to support 
compliance   

•  Complimentary subscription: Access the 
cloud-based platform for fleet data that 
supports infection control efforts; extended 
warranty available 

•  Easy installation: Installation can be handled 
by certified specialists through an Ergotron 
service contract or by the customer

•  Clinically proven: Peer reviewed clinical 
studies prove this technology is effective

 

EMR workstations represent a weak link in keeping healthcare spaces infection-free 
with multiple users interacting with the same keyboards and mice across different 
rooms and departments. Healthcare systems need an additional solution for combating 
pathogens that can negatively impact your patients, staff and benchmarks. 

With optional UV Angel Adapt™ technology on Ergotron’s StyleView mobile medical 
carts, customers can automate pathogen reduction without disrupting caregiver 
workflows. UV Angel technology is clinically proven to eliminate more than 99% of 
bacteria on surfaces, improving safety for patients, caregivers and their families.

EFFORTLESS REASSURANCE IN A TIME  
WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST



UV Angel Kit for StyleView Keyboard  
98-525-085

UV Angel Kit for StyleView Worksurface 
98-526-086

UV Angel Analytics Software, 1-Year Subscription 
88-004

UV Angel for StyleView

Download additional resources at ergotron.com.
For more information:
USA & Canada: 800.888.8458 / +1.651.681.7600 / insidesales@ergotron.com
EMEA: +31.33.45.45.600 / info.eu@ergotron.com
APAC: apaccustomerservice@ergotron.com
LATAM: +1.800.681.1820  /  info.latam@ergotron.com 
Custom: custom@ergotron.com
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PROTECT PATIENTS, FAMILIES AND CAREGIVERS

UV Angel’s proprietary technology platform intelligently senses when surfaces 
have been used. Then an automated UV-C light targets and safely reduces surface 
contamination hundreds of times a day without disrupting workflows or requiring 
extra staff time. Cloud-based software accessible from any device monitors 
automated and manual cleaning cycles to provide meaningful fleet reports and 
insights to support infection control efforts and compliance. 

UV Angel technology can also be retrofitted onto existing StyleView medical carts 
or requested as an accessory on new orders. Certified service specialists from 
Ergotron are available to install UV Angel technology throughout customer facilities.

UV Angel is compatible with most SV41, SV42, SV43 and SV44 medical carts.  
Please confirm compatibility with your specific cart configuration with your local 
territory account manager.

A 2020 Stanford University study found that UV decontamination 
significantly slowed the spread of virus DNA, reducing it 90% after  
48 hours. 
Source: “Evaluating the Utility of UV Lamps to Mitigate the Spread of Pathogens in the ICU.”  
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.29.20085704 
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